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Collaborative Computer Models

Many of the natural processes studied 
by researchers are incredibly complex. 
Scientists often have to integrate different 
models to obtain a broader and deeper 
view of a system under investigation. 
This is further complicated by the 
fact that often, various data providers 
offer their data products in different 
formats, structures and organisations 
(e.g., ASCII, Binary, Geotiff, GRIB/GRIB2, 
HDF5, HGT, NetCDF and XML), as well as 
data access protocols (e.g., FTP, HTTP/
HTTPS and OPeNDAP). On top of this, 
different models are usually developed 
by individual and independent research 
groups in their own domains rather 
than being standardised across an 
area of scientific study. This makes it 
very difficult for scientists wanting to 
make use of these data with their own 
models or their data with other models, 
as they’re all using different techniques, 
data sets, and computing languages.

Water science suffers from this 
abundance of incompatible data 
and models. It is a very broad area of 
study, with researchers investigating 
groundwater levels, river flow, water 
quality, and making predictions on 
the frequency of floods and droughts 
affected by climate changes, amongst 
many other topics. With so many 
interrelated scientific disciplines under 
one umbrella, it is not surprising that 
different groups approach designing 
computer models differently. When 
research groups attempt to combine 
models written by different groups, they 
have to write some kind of ‘glue’ code 
to integrate the models together. This 
process is difficult and time-consuming, 
with each pair of models having to have 
separate glue code written for them. This 
is bad enough when using two models 
but quickly becomes a huge task when 
researchers are trying to get multiple 
models to work in sync with each other.

Dr Xu Liang from the University of 
Pittsburgh and Dr Yao Liang from 
Indiana University–Purdue University 
Indianapolis have been working 
with their team to build a platform, 
CyberWater, to make diverse data 
and computational models in water 
science easier to use. The CyberWater 
project aims to create an open-source 
framework for researchers and students 
to easily integrate and couple complex 
models and to have diverse and 
heterogeneous data from data providers 
directly and automatically flow to these 
models in a user-friendly and workflow-
controlled environment. 

Going with the Workflow

The CyberWater framework is developed 
to significantly simplify complex data 
and model integration with little to no 
coding. It supports high-performance 
computing (HPC) on demand, the 
reproducibility and reusability of the 
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Water is possibly the most important resource on our planet, and 
being able to model and understand the systems that transport it 
through and around our planet is essential. As water science straddles 
many diverse scientific disciplines, gathering and representing 
heterogeneous data in a standardised way for analysis and modelling 
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University–Purdue University Indianapolis), is creating a generalised, 
open-source platform to allow complex and diverse data to 
automatically and directly flow into diverse water models. 
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Dr Xu Liang working with a student. Credit: Xu Liang.

model system, and allows for the easy integration of other 
systems. It also provides tools, such as a generic model agent 
toolkit, so that the user can construct model agents to integrate 
their own models into the CyberWater system without coding. In 
addition, CyberWater provides tools through its static parameter 
agent toolkits to automatically generate model parameter input 
files with various file formats to facilitate the time-consuming 
and error-prone data and model parameter files pre-processing 
process for diverse models. With the CyberWater framework, 
diverse data products and complex models are integrated via 
data and model agents, respectively.  

At the heart of the CyberWater framework is the development 
of meta-scientific modelling (MSM), an open-data, open-model 
platform that provides a sophisticated workflow-controlled 
modelling environment for heterogeneous data and model 
integration without the need for central administration. This 
means that models and data shared with the platform are 
available for other researchers to use. Users can also easily and 
freely add any new data sources/products and models to the 
CyberWater system by themselves. 

This open architecture allows researchers to bypass the issue 
of having multiple different models requiring multiple unique 
pairwise glue codes to work together. Once a model has been 
entered into the MSM system, it can be coupled with any other 
models that already exist in the system. In the same way, any 
data integrated into the CyberWater system can be accessed 
by any model on the platform without the need for further data 
preparation or processing. 

As a further advantage, the MSM was developed to handle the 
input and output of the models it hosts and does not require 
model source code to be integrated into the system. The benefits 
of this are two-fold – by not needing the actual code of each 
programme to integrate it, MSM simplifies the integration work 
itself. It also allows the integration of models where the source 
code is not available, such as models based on commercial 
software.

The CyberWater project embodies several functionalities to 
make it easier for researchers to use the platform. A generic 
model agent toolkit helps researchers construct the model 
agents to integrate their own models into the system without 
writing any computer code; the static parameter toolkit helps 
users prepare complicated model input parameter files. As such, 
this set of toolkits is designed to make the platform as user-
friendly as possible. 

To make the platform as welcoming as possible, the team has 
also created several system integration engines to support 
popular system platforms, including GIS, Matlab and Docker. 
Additionally, when a researcher has a computationally expensive 
model they want to run, the team has created a mechanism to 
offload that processing with on-demand high-performance 
computation. This will compute the complex models efficiently 
and effectively without slowing down the user’s local computer. 

Open Water Science

The CyberWater project tackles a hugely broad scope in water 
science. Excitingly, CyberWater2 is now under development, 
meaning that models concerning the atmosphere, land 
surface, rivers and coastal regions can all be coupled together. 
Other capabilities (such as supporting intelligent site 
recommendations for HPC/Cloud access on demand) are being 
added to the existing CyberWater system through the ongoing 
CyberWater2 project. 

Using the CyberWater/CyberWater2 platform, researchers from 
across different areas of science can collaborate on solving 
some of the big challenges that society currently faces, including 
coastal flooding, landslide risk assessment, forest fire, severe 
drought predictions, and depleting groundwater levels that are 
associated with climate change. 

Perhaps most importantly, this project is designed to remove 
as many barriers as possible for its users, making it much easier 
to conduct large-scale collaborations across heterogeneous 
computing platforms, disciplines and organisations to more 
effectively solve large and complex problems than previously 
possible. By being open-source and providing multiple toolkits 
for the science communities, the CyberWater/CyberWater2 
project lowers the financial and technical cost for researchers 
and students wanting to participate in this area of science. 

The work of Dr Xu Liang, Dr Yao Liang, and their colleagues on 
building CyberWater/CyberWater2 has resulted in a platform 
that provides a very powerful cyber-infrastructure framework 
– and perhaps shows the way the current is flowing for a more 
open and collaborative scientific future. The beta version of 
CyberWater will be released to the public soon. 
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